There is an Enhanced Risk for Severe Weather **this evening**

**Severe Weather Outlook**

**Severe Risk Area**

- A line of strong to severe storms will be possible as a cold front pushes through this evening.
- **Timing:** 4 PM to 11PM
- **Locations:** All of central NC with the threat increasing as you approach the VA/NC border.
- The strongest storms will be capable of producing damaging wind gusts. A short-lived and weak tornado is also possible.

**What to Expect**

- **HAZARDS:**
  - Lightning
  - High winds
  - Flash floods

**For more information on the severe weather threats, stay tuned to our social media accounts, NOAA Weather Radio, and our website:** [www.weather.gov/rah](http://www.weather.gov/rah)
Severe Weather Outlook

There is an Enhanced Risk for Severe Weather this evening

**Expected Timing**

- **5 PM – 8 PM**
  - Greensboro
  - Durham
  - Raleigh
  - Fayetteville

- **7 PM – 10 PM**
  - Greensboro
  - Durham
  - Raleigh
  - Rocky Mount

- **9 PM – 12 AM**
  - Triangle

**THREAT**

- A line of strong to severe thunderstorms will move across central NC.
- Damaging wind gusts and isolated tornadoes are the primary threats.
- Greatest threat between 5 to 8 PM in the Triad, 7 to 10 PM in the Triangle and 9 PM to midnight in the east.

Stay weather aware – make your plan now! Stay tuned to local media or NOAA Weather Radio for the latest info!